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SHORTER NOTES

The purpose of this department is to publish very short papers of unusually

elegant and polished character, for which there is no other outlet.

THE NONEXISTENCE OF "LIFTINGS"

FOR ARITHMETIC DENSITY

H. V. WEIZSÄCKER

Abstract. P. Erdös, answering a question of D. Maharam, proved that arithmetic

density as a set function does not admit an analogue of measure theoretic liftings [1,

Theorem 4], Here we give a quick proof of this which works in a slightly more

general situation.

P. Erdös, answering a question of D. Maharam, proved that arithmetic density as

a set function does not admit an analogue of measure theoretic liftings [1, Theorem

4]. Here we give a quick proof of this which works in a slightly more general

situation.

Let (dn) be a sequence of a-additive probability measures on the set N of integers.

In the case of arithmetic density d„ is defined by dnF = ¿ card(F D {1,...,«}). Let

iFbe the family of all sets F for which the limit dF = lim„^00 dnF exists. We assume

that § contains an increasing sequence (<£r) of finite partitions of N such that

max^6(î dA ->,—°o0. In the case of arithmetic density one may take {{m: m =

A:mod2;}: k E (1,... ,2r}} as &r. The set of all subsets of N is denoted by <3>N.

Proposition. There is no map <p: <j~-> ÍPN satisfying

(i) <pN = N,
(ii) cp(F, U F2) = <pFx U <pF2 //F, D F2 = 0,

(iii) <pF = 0 if F is finite,

(iv) <pF ¥= N if dF < 1.

Proof. First note that any finite set F is in § with dF = 0. It is sufficient to

consider singletons since % is closed under disjoint unions and d is additive. Every

integer m is contained in some Ar in &r for each r, i.e. lim dn{m) < dAr < maxa dA.

Hence d{m) = 0 for all m.
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Suppose now <p has properties (i), (ii) and (iii). Without loss of generality we may

assume that 2^°=, max^g^ dA < 1. For each r we have according to (i) and (ii)

N = UAeti(pA. Choose Ar in dr so that r E <p r. Choose nr so that even

2^°=1 supn>„rdnAr < 1. Then there are subsets Br of the Ar such that Ar\Br is finite

and 2%{ sup„eNi/„5r < 1 since the measures dn (n < nr) are a-additive. According

to (ii) and (iii) we have also r £ <pBr. Let F be the set U^L, Br. For every n and p we

get

I   p      \ I   p      \        Ä
(•) d„\ U Br\ <dnF*zdn\  U BF   +    2    supdm5,

\  r=l / \  r=l / r=p+l     W

an similarly dnF < "2%xsupmdmBr< 1. The sets LF=,,4r and hence also the sets

UP=xBr are in lJand therefore we conclude from (*) that F £ ïFwith dF < 1. But by

(ii) and /• £ cpBr the set <pF contains all integers which contradicts (iv).

Corollary. Let % be an ideal of the Boolean algebra fPN containing the finite sets

such that dF — 0 for all F E 91 D &, e.g. i/ie m-nullsets where m is an additive

nonnegative extension of d to ÍPN. Then no Boolean subalgebra %of9W is isomorphic

ioVPN/91.

Proof. If ip: ÇPN/31-»® were an isomorphism and it: f^^N/^l is the

restriction of the canonical projection the map <p = \p ° rr would have the properties

(i)-(iv).
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